Primer B
Errata Sheet
Location

Incorrect

To find applicable changes, find your version of the
book listed below (e.g., Version 3.4). All changes listed
under that version and any versions that follow (e.g.,
Version 3.5 and higher) will apply to your version.

Correct
Version 4.0

Page 35

In the chapter 1 vocabulary, örnö is missing a
macron on the first o.

Change to: örnö

Page 99

There is a typo in line 13 of the story.

Change to: “There goes my . . . ”

Page 133, Answers

The Answer Key labels ïre as INF (infinitive) in
sentence #4, but this abbreviation isn’t explained
and students don’t start including it in parsing
exercises until p. 240.

Remove INF label in sentence #4.

Page 198

Add clarification note for “I kept walking”
and “I kept standing” addressing the simple
imperfect tense.

Add the following note: *As noted in chapter 17 of
Latin for Children Primer A, the imperfect tense is
rarely translated in the simple perfect (e.g., I walked,
I stood). This is because the simple imperfect does
not explicitly communicate ongoing action in the
past. The perfect tense, which is covered in-depth in
Primer C, would be the more typical tense used for
such translations as “I walked” or “I stood.”

Pages 199, 275

Add clarification note for “I kept loving”
addressing the simple imperfect tense.

Add the following note: *Rarely translated as the
simple imperfect “I loved.”

Page 201

Add clarification notes for “we were sinning”
and “I was conserving” addressing the simple
imperfect tense.

Add the following notes: *Rarely translated in the
simple imperfect as “we sinned.” and **Rarely
translated in the simple imperfect as “I conserved.”

Page 205, Sentence Patterns Chant

There is a typo in the 2nd verse, line 4.

Change to: Pattern B is a pattern of “B”eing!

Page 233

Under Imperatives, imperätor is missing its
macron.

Change to: imperätor

Page 275, Answers

Senës rïdëbunt is plural, not singular.

Change translation to: The old men will be laughing.

Page 307

Part of the definition is missing for orbis

Change to: circle, round thing, orb

Page 319

Quïntus is missing its macron.

Change to: quïntus

Location

Incorrect

Correct

Note: Version 4.0 was dramatically revised from the previous versions. The extensive 2018 revision includes a full-color design, the insertion of an
adventure storyline for students to follow throughout the text, a complete new Latin-language content edit, and assorted other edits. Due to the length
of these revisions and the page numbers changing as a result, we will not list each revision in this errata sheet.
Please note: The chapter-by-chapter Latin grammar sequence remains the same as previous versions.

Version 3.7
pages 16–19, Answers

Chapter 3 answers were not included in one
printing of the Answer Key.

Answers for Chapter 3 exercises can be found on
the LFCB product page, under the “Support” tab:
https://classicalacademicpress.com/product/latin-forchildren-primer-b/

page 84, example sentence under A. Parse

The labels on the example are not lined up
correctly with the words.

Center N/S/M above Vir, P above ad, Acc/S/F above
silvam, and 3/S/Pr above it.

